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Across
6. a person trained to complete in a 
sport
7. the art of self-defense that originated 
in Korea
11. include comprehensively
16. made or consisting or wood
17. a rapid active commotion
19. The product of human creativity
21. activity or experience that provides 
mental or physical training
22. the property of being flexible easily 
bent or shaped
23. education that results in understanding 
and the spread of knowledge
25. involving the mind or an intellectual

26. an event that repeats
27. a stiff moderately thick paper
Down
1. A room or building for the display or 
sale of works of arts
2. fighting between two military forces
3. a sport adapted from jujitsu and 
similar to wrestling: developed in japan
4. the science of matter and energy and 
their interactions
5. complete and wholehearted fidelity
8. a primarily unarmed Chinese martial 
art resembling karate
9. in french is the same thing like in 
Japanese. start with k

10. a method of self-defense without 
weapons that was developed in china and 
japan:holds and blows are supplement by 
clever use of the attacker s own weight 
and strength
12. from appearance alone
13. a traditional Japanese system of 
unarmed combat. K
14. a customary way of operation or 
behavior
15. of or appropriate to war:warlike
18. undergoing no change when acted upon
20. a japanesse form of self-defense and 
martial art that use locks,holds,throws and 
the opponent s own mouvement
24. an eclectic Korean martial art 
founded by young sul school

Word Bank
aikido Arts kenpo karate physics jujitsu
encompasses Judo martial cardboard unaffected hapkido
pratice dedication tae kwon do discipline seemingly combat
athlete flexibility flurry kung fu repetition Gallery
enlightenment mental wooden


